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Abstract

Human⁃centric service is an important domain in smart city and includes rich applications that help residents with shopping, din⁃
ing, transportation, entertainment, and other daily activities. These applications have generated a massive amount of hierarchical
data with different schemas. In order to manage and analyze the city⁃wide and cross⁃application data in a unified way, data sche⁃
ma integration is necessary. However, data from human⁃centric services has some distinct characteristics, such as lack of support
for semantic matching, large number of schemas, and incompleteness of schema element labels. These make the schema integra⁃
tion difficult using existing approaches. We propose a novel framework for the data schema integration of the human⁃centric servic⁃
es in smart city. The framework uses both schema metadata and instance data to do schema matching, and introduces human inter⁃
vention based on a similarity entropy criteria to balance precision and efficiency. Moreover, the framework works in an incremen⁃
tal manner to reduce computation workload. We conduct an experiment with real⁃world dataset collected from multiple estate sale
application systems. The results show that our approach can produce high⁃quality mediated schema with relatively less human in⁃
terventions compared to the baseline method.
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1 Introduction

H

uman⁃centric service is an important domain of the
smart city and includes rich applications that help
residents with shopping, dining, transportation,
entertainment, and other daily activities. While of⁃
fering services, these systems have generated a large amount of
hierarchical data. Usually data from each system is incom⁃
plete, and one system complements another. Take the data of
second ⁃ hand housing for example. There are many second ⁃
hand housing information sharing application systems contain⁃
ing data for a given city in China. In Beijing, such systems in⁃
clude lianjia.com, 5i5j.com, 58.com, fang.com, iwjw.com, and
many other local forums. Since each system only contains cer⁃
tain information, a resident who wants to buy a second ⁃ hand
house or apartment needs to browse the systems one by one
and pull together all the parts of the information by them⁃
selves. In another scenario, if a city planning or market investi⁃
gation department wants to know the situation of the second ⁃
hand house market of the whole city, they also need to inte⁃
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grate data from different systems. As the data schemas of differ⁃
ent systems are diverse, the schema integration, whose goal is
to establish a whole and unified schema for all the multi ⁃
sourced datasets, is necessary and crucial.
Traditional schema integration techniques are usually used
in scenarios where the number of data schemas is small, the
structure or semantic of the schemas is well understood, and
the linguistic resources for semantic matching across different
schemas are sufficient. Typical application scenarios include
the evolution of product directories in the domain of e ⁃ com⁃
merce, data system integration caused by the company merges,
and so on [1]- [5]. However, data integrating in the domain of
human⁃centric service of smart city is much more challenging
due to its distinct characteristics as follows:
1) Broad application domains and lack of domain knowledge.
Human⁃centric service is about almost everything in a resi⁃
dent’s daily life. There has not been any standard or knowl⁃
edge base providing support for the semantic matching in
this domain. For example, in second⁃hand housing data sets,
there are dozens of terms for the sales agent, such as agent,
broker, advisor, secretory, or housekeeper across various sys⁃
tems. Therefore, we need a domain specified term dictionary
to help us figure out whether two elements from two schemas
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refer to the same concept. However, no such dictionary is
available, and it is time⁃consuming to build one. Also, tradi⁃
tional string ⁃ based matching algorithms perform poorly for
Chinese labeled elements.
2) Large number of schemas. Even in a fine ⁃ grained sub do⁃
main such as second⁃hand housing, there are dozens of sys⁃
tems from which data schemas need to be integrated. Tradi⁃
tional schema integration methods mostly involve studying
how to match or integrate two schemas, and if we simply use
them to work on every pair of many schemas, it will cost too
much time and has poor extendibility.
3) Label Incompleteness. On the one hand, some data in human⁃
centric service domain is acquired from web tables and
sometimes the labels of schema elements are missing. This
makes traditional element⁃level matching techniques unsuit⁃
able. On the other hand, instance data is usually available
and can be used to assist schema matching. However, in⁃
stance data from different systems do not always overlapped,
so we won’t get satisfying result if we simply calculate in⁃
stance overlapping level to represent similarity between two
elements.
Due to the abovementioned characteristics, the existing ap⁃
proach is incapable of handling the data schema integration for
human ⁃ centric service in smart city. Therefore, we propose a
novel approach of schema integration with data from domain of
human⁃centric services in this paper. In our approach, we use
a mediated schema to help integrate multiple schemas in a
quick manner. Every schema will be matched and integrated to
the mediated schema only once, i.e., one iteration, and the me⁃
diated schema is updated and extended after each iteration.
During each iteration, a depth⁃first⁃search algorithm is used to
control element⁃matching and integration order. Five matchers
that utilize both schema metadata and instance data are com⁃
bined for schema matching. We introduce a similarity entropy
based interactive method of human intervention controlling to
make matching results more precise. After schema matching, a
set of conflict resolution strategy is adopted to solve all kinds
of complex conflicts and then form a better and more complete
new mediated schema.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 re⁃
views related work. Section 3 gives the framework of our ap⁃
proach. Section 3 describes detailed algorithms. Section 4 de⁃
signs and conducts experiments to do validation. Section 5 con⁃
cludes this paper and analyzes future work.

2 Related Work

Schema integration can be divided into two parts: schema
matching and mediated schema generation. Schema matching
involves forming mapping between elements in different sche⁃
mas, which have the same or similar semantics, while the medi⁃
ated schema generation is to generate a whole and unified sche⁃
ma for all the integrated schemas based on the result of sche⁃
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ma matching.
2.1 Schema Matching
According to the input, schema matching can be divided in⁃
to two categories: metadata based matching and instance ⁃
based matching. Metadata⁃based matching uses the metadata,
including labels and structures of the elements in the input
schemas, as the input of the matching. The most basic match⁃
ing algorithms in this category are called element⁃level match⁃
ers, which maps the elements from different schemas based on
the their labels according to the string similarity [1], [2], [6],
linguistics⁃based semantic relationship [7], [8], or word co⁃oc⁃
currence in schemas [9], [10]. Another kind of metadata⁃based
matching algorithm is called structure ⁃ level matchers, which
not only take the element information into consideration but al⁃
so the structure of the element information. Typical structure⁃
level matchers include graph ⁃ based matchers [11], [12] and
path⁃based matchers [3], [13]. Although metadata⁃based match⁃
ing algorithms are fast, they may be unfeasible when the meta⁃
data of the schemas are incomplete. On the other hand, in⁃
stance⁃based matching algorithms do not depend on the meta⁃
data of schemas. Instance ⁃ based matchers dig similarity be⁃
tween elements from instance data. Typical instance ⁃ based
matchers calculate the similarity among elements according to
instance statistical features [14] or the overlapping instances
[15], [16].
2.2 Mediated Schema Generation
Based on the results gain from the schema matching, mediat⁃
ed schema generation algorithms try to resolve conflicts in ele⁃
ment naming, definition, and structure inconsistency from dif⁃
ferent schemas. Then, such algorithms form a mediated sche⁃
ma containing all of the elements in the integrated schemas to
make the heterogeneity of schemas transparent to the data us⁃
ers [4]. In addition to the conflict resolution, the number of in⁃
put source schemas has great impact on mediated schema gen⁃
eration. Traditional resolution, such as XSIQ [4], is applied to
two source schemas. However, when there are many schemas
to be integrated, techniques that apply to two schemas greatly
increase complexity. XINTOR [17] provided a global schema
integration technique for multiple source schemas. It uses the
statistical characteristics of element structure to generate a me⁃
diated schema. XINTOR greatly increases the efficiency of
matching multiple schemas but it has poor extensibility. Anoth⁃
er idea is taking mediated schema as an intermediate product
and integrating all the other schemas into it. This increases
both efficiency and extensibility. In some research [18], human
experts are required to develop a mediated schema. However,
under the background of human ⁃ centric services which have
massive multi⁃source heterogeneous datasets, these techniques
pose too much burden on experts. Automatic generation of me⁃
diated schema will avoid large number of human effort, for ex⁃
ample, PORSCHE [19]. PORSCHE integrates one schema with
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mediated schema for one time and in the meantime updates
the mediated schema. It only takes advantage of schema infor⁃
mation, which results in limited accuracy. Moreover, it has sim⁃
ple conflict resolution strategy and some conflict types are not
considered. Hence, the quality of mediated schema generated
by PORSCHE is low.

3 Framework Overview

The framework of our approach is shown in Fig. 1. There are
three kinds of input into the system. The first kind is schema
metadata of the data sources, which defines the structure of the
data, and the elements making up the structure. For example,
the source schema in Fig. 2 is part of the schema metadata of
the web application called‘Anjuke’
, and it consists of three
string labels. The second kind is the instance data of every leaf
element, providing the actual useful information, such as the
leaf element‘Mingzi’in the source schema in Fig. 2. The in⁃
stance data are real names of second⁃hand housing agents. The
third kind is human intervention. The major output is the medi⁃
ated schema. In our approach, the mediated schema serves as
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▲Figure 1. Approach framework.
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▲Figure 2. Nested path conflict type three.

Zhiye jingli

New mediated schema 1

intermediate product and all the other source schemas will be
matched and integrated to it sequentially, resulting in its up⁃
date and expansion.
Element clustering module takes all the source schemas as
input and uses element level matcher to calculate the similari⁃
ty of any two elements from different schemas. Based on these
similarity values, all elements will then be classified into sever⁃
al clusters, which are used to reduce the complexity of the fol⁃
lowing computation.
The schema integration module takes source schemas, cur⁃
rent mediated schema, and instance data as input to complete
schema integration task under the support of experts’knowl⁃
edge and elements clustering result. In this module, first, one
of n source schemas is chosen as the initial mediated schema.
Then, the left n⁃1 source schemas are integrated into the medi⁃
ated schema sequentially in an n⁃1 iteration. Each iteration is
a complete schema integration process: the integration control⁃
ler submodule traverses the matching source schema in depth⁃
first ⁃ search order and for every element that is traversed and
finds its candidate matching elements in the mediated schema
using the clustering result. Then schema matching submodule
calculates similarities between the traversed element and its
candidates only, thus avoiding the similarity calculation of all
element pairs. In the schema matching submodule, element
level matcher, ancestor path matcher, tree edit distance match⁃
er, which make use of schema metadata, and statistic based in⁃
stance matcher, content based instance matcher, which make
use of instance data are used. Some of these matchers are modi⁃
fied or redesigned to adapt to Chinese labels, and different
matchers are reasonably and efficiently combined according to
their characteristics. Also, human intervention based on simi⁃
larity entropy is introduced. Questions are generated and sent
to experts if the schema matching algorithm cannot automati⁃
cally decide which candidate is the most appropriate one to the
traversed element. The matching decider submodule sends
these questions, gathers experts’feedback, and determines the
final matched element pair. When matched, the conflict resolu⁃
tion submodule will be used to solve conflicts between the two
matched elements. The mediated schema is updated and ex⁃
panded after every iteration, and at the end of the last iteration,
the final mediated schema and element mapping table is ob⁃
tained.
Only an element clustering process and anoth⁃
Ershoufang
er iteration process of schema integration are
needed when a new source schema is added in.
All the updates and expansions brought by the
Goufang jingji ren
new added source schema are incremental and
the pre⁃existing results of schema integration will
Xingming
not be reversed.
New mediated
schema 2

4 Algorithm Design

Here, we describe the algorithms of the four
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most important modules: element clustering module, integra⁃
tion controller submodule, schema matching submodule, and
conflict ⁃ resolution submodule respectively. In schema match⁃
ing submodule, the five different matchers, the combination de⁃
sign and the human intervention design are introduced in order.
4.1 Element Clustering
This module clusters elements according to the similarity
calculated by the element level matcher. We use and modify
the Kruskal algorithm which is originally used to calculate the
minimum spanning tree, to do the clustering job. First, we cal⁃
culate the similarity values of every element pair using the ele⁃
ment level matcher, which is the quickest among all matchers.
Then we sort them in ascending order and every time pick an
element pair that has the smallest similarity to be clustered.
The intuition behind this algorithm is to make the difference
among clusters to be as large as possible.
4.2 Integration Controller
During each round of the iteration, the current source sche⁃
ma is matched and integrated into the mediated schema. We
traverse the current source schema in depth⁃first⁃search order
to ensure that whenever an element is about to be matched, its
father element is already matched. The detailed steps are de⁃
scribed as follows:
1) The root elements of all source schemas should all be
matched because all the source schemas are from the same
domain. We traverse the current source schema from the
root’s first child element.
2) Denote the currently traversed element as element a. Find
the cluster containing a from the clustering result, denoted
as A. If the size of A is one, go to step 7.
3) Extract all elements which exist in the mediated schema
from A to form another set B. If the size of B is zero, go to
step 7.
4) For each element bi in B, invoke schema matching submod⁃
ule to calculate its comprehensive similarity with a, denot⁃
ed as Si, i is from one to the size of B.
5) Calculate Entropy(a) using S1 to S|B|. If Entropy(a) is great⁃
er than T*ln|B|, send question to experts to receive human
intervention and get the right matching element bm, other⁃
wise, choose the element that has the greatest comprehen⁃
sive similarity with a, denoted as bm as well.
6) Match a to bm and invoke conflict resolution submodule to
solve possible conflicts. Update the mediated schema and
record elements mapping relationships. Go to step 8.
7) If no element in the mediated schema can be matched to a,
find the father element of a, denoted as fa. Denote the ele⁃
ment that has been matched to fa as fb, and add a to the me⁃
diated schema as fb’s right⁃most child element.
8) If a is not a leaf element, get the first child element of a and
repeat step 2. Otherwise get a’s next brother element and
repeat step 2. If a is the last element in depth⁃first⁃search
28 ZTE COMMUNICATIONS
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order, algorithm ends.
4.3 Schema Matching
In our approach, we use five matchers for schema matching.
Both schema metadata and instance data are utilized, and dif⁃
ferent matchers are reasonably and efficiently combined ac⁃
cording to their characteristics. Interactive human intervention
based on similarity entropy is introduced to improve matching
accuracy.
4.3.1 Element Level Matcher
Traditional element level matchers primarily acquire similar⁃
ity value between elements according to their string⁃based sim⁃
ilarity and semantic ⁃ based similarity. Commonly used string ⁃
based algorithms perform poorly whereas processing Chinese
label, and semantic ⁃ based algorithms rely deeply on external
domain synonyms dictionary. Therefore, we use Word2Vec
[20] to help calculate element level similarity. Word2Vec is a
tool to map words to K⁃dimension real vector space, so the simi⁃
larity between two words can be represented by the cosine val⁃
ue of the two K⁃dimension vector. If trained by a large corpus
in a particular domain, similarity values calculated can not on⁃
ly represent the string⁃based similarity of words but also cover
parts of their semantic⁃based similarity. This matcher runs fast
and can be served as a standalone matcher in most cases, but
it only has an ordinary accuracy, not satisfying enough. Algo⁃
rithm 1 shows the process of this matcher.
Algorithm 1. Element level matcher
Input:：s1，
s2：labels of two elements to match
Output：
Element_Similarity：element level similarity
1. begin
2. TokenList1  Tokenize(s1)
3. TokenList2  Tokenize(s2)
4. Element_Similarity  0
5. for each token1 ∈ TokenList1 do
6. for each token2 ∈ TokenList2 do
7.
Element_Similarity += Word2VectorSimilarity(token1,
token2)
8. end for
9. end for
10. Element_Similarity /= sizeof(TokenList1)*sizeof(TokenList2)
11. end
4.3.2 Ancestor Path Matcher
Ancestor path matcher is a kind of structure level matcher.
The idea of this matcher is that two elements are similar to
each other if they have matched ancestors and the paths from
the matched ancestor to them are short enough. This matcher
strictly control the matching relation of elements based on
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their ancestor elements’ matching relation. By using this
matcher we can effectively avoid mismatching case such as
falsely matching an element labeled‘Xingming’whose father
element is labeled‘Zhiye Jingli’to another element labeled
‘Xingming’whose father element is labeled‘Yezhu’
. Algo⁃
rithm 2 shows the process of this matcher.
Algorithm 2. Ancestor path matcher
Input:：
a，b：
two matching elements
Output：
AncestorPath_Similarity：
ancestor path similarity
1. begin
2. c  parentOf(a)
3. AncestorPath_Similarity  0
4. while c ≠ null do
5. d  MatchingNodeOf(c)
6. if d.isAncestorOf(b) = true
7.
then break
8. else
9.
c  parentOf(c)
10. end if
11. end while
12. AncestorPath_Similarity  1/length(c, a)
13.end
4.3.3 Tree Edit Distance Matcher
Tree edit distance matcher is another kind of structure level
matcher. The idea of this matcher is that two elements are simi⁃
lar if their subtrees are alike. To measure the likeness of two
trees, we use tree edit distance, the definition of which is the
minimum number of operations required to transform one tree
into another [12]. We use dynamic programming to calculate it.
This matcher runs slowly but can measure the similarity be⁃
tween elements according to their subtree structure. For exam⁃
ple, elements labeled‘Zhiye Jingli’and‘Goufang Jingjiren’
can be very hard to match using other matchers, such as ele⁃
ment level matcher. However, we can obtain a pretty high simi⁃
larity through tree edit distance because the two element both
have child elements labeled‘Xingming’
,‘Dianhua’
, ’Gongsi’
.
One obvious weakness of this matcher is that useless for leaf el⁃
ements, which have no child element.
4.3.4 Statistical Based Instance Matcher
A statistical⁃based matcher is a kind of matcher that uses el⁃
ement instance data and focuses on statistical indexes of this
data. We first calculate Eigenvectors of every leaf element us⁃
ing its instance data, then we use the Back Propagation Neural
Network Algorithm to get a classifier for every source schema
each.
Thirteen features are chosen for Eigenvector. For instances
of numeric type, features are computed using its value, while
for instances of entity type, features are computed using its

length. We have six data type features: integer, floating num⁃
ber, URI, date, string and text, and seven statistical feature:
maximum, minimum, mean, standard deviation, mean⁃squared
difference coefficient, number of bytes and precision.
When calculating the similarity value between two leaf ele⁃
ments a and b, we will put the eigenvector of a and b into the
classifier of schema A and B respectively to get two similarity
values, then we take the average of them as the statistical
based instance similarity between a and b.
This matcher uses element instance data, but for instances
of entity type, it only takes their lengths into account and ne⁃
glects their content. This matcher has high recall rate but low
precision rate when used alone, and it runs fast.
4.3.5 Content Based Instance Matcher
Content based matcher is another kind of matcher that utiliz⁃
es elements’instance data, it focuses on the content of ele⁃
ments’instance data. For two leaf elements, the overlapping
level between the contents of their instance data can represent
a sort of similarity between them. We first classify elements in⁃
to three data types: text, entity and number. Then we calculate
the content based instance similarity between two leaf element
a and b as follows: 1) If a and b differ in their data type, the
similarity value is 0. 2) If their data types are both text, we
merge their instance data into two documents, count word fre⁃
quency separately, and use the vector space model to convert
the two documents to two vectors to calculate cosine value as
their similarity value. 3) If their data types are both entity, for
every instance of a, find the instance of b that has the smallest
edit distance with it. We accumulate these smallest edit dis⁃
tance values and average it to get the similarity value between
a and b. 4) if their data types are both number, we calculate
their standard deviations and means of data instance separate⁃
ly, and acquire the similarity value between a and b as follows:

æ | std1 - std2 | | avg1 - avg2 | ö
Content_Similarity = 2/ çç
+
÷ (1)
avg1 + avg2 ÷ø
è std1 + std2

This matcher uses element instance data and focuses on the
content of instance data. Due to the impact of instance subset
problem, this matcher is precise but has a low recall rate when
used alone. It runs slowly because a lot of computation is need⁃
ed when getting the overlapping level.
4.3.6 Matcher Combination Algorithm
So far, we have introduced five matchers with different char⁃
acteristics. Element level matcher runs the fastest but is not ac⁃
curate enough, ancestor path matcher cannot be used alone but
is a very good supplement, tree edit distance matcher is use⁃
less for leaf elements, and statistic based instance matcher and
content based instance matcher both apply to leaf elements on⁃
ly. How to reasonably and efficiently combine them to get a
comprehensive similarity for element pairs is a crucial prob⁃
December 2015 Vol.13 No.4 ZTE COMMUNICATIONS
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lem concerned in this section.
Element level matcher has the highest calculating efficien⁃
cy, so we use this to help with element clustering. The other
matchers are less efficient and only work on parts of the whole
element pairs based on the clustering result, thus the total cal⁃
culation is greatly reduced.
The two matchers that use element instance data are comple⁃
mentary, so we can combine them in advance. Statistical based
instance matcher has high recall rate and low precision, and a
high similarity calculated by this matcher is actually not so re⁃
liable. On the contrary, content based matcher has high preci⁃
sion rate and low recall rate, and a low similarity calculated by
this matcher is actually not so reliable. Considering that statis⁃
tical based matcher is much quicker than content based match⁃
er, we can first use statistical based matcher to get a similarity,
and only when this similarity is high enough will we use con⁃
tent based matcher to adjust the unreliable result. This combi⁃
nation method can guarantee both a high accuracy and a high
efficiency. We call this similarity instance similarity, and it
can be calculated as follows, Sta_Sim is the statistical based
matcher, Con_Sim is the content based matcher and d is an em⁃
pirical threshold.

Instance_Similarity ( a,b) =

{

Sta_Sim(a,b), Sta_Sim(a,b) < d
d +(Sta_Sim(a,b) - d)*Con_Sim(a,b), Sta_Sim(a,b) ≥ d

(2)

We then combine instance similarity with the result of tree
edit distance matcher because the former applies to leaf ele⁃
ments only whereas the latter is useless for leaf elements.
When two matching elements are both leaf elements, the in⁃
stance similarity between them is calculated; otherwise, we use
tree edit distance matcher to determine the similarity. We de⁃
note this combined similarity as subtree similarity. As for the
other two matchers—element level matcher and ancestor path
matcher, we call their result as element level similarity and an⁃
cestor path similarity.
At last, we get the comprehensive similarity of every ele⁃
ment pair by calculating the weighted mean value of subtree
similarity, element level similarity and ancestor path similarity.
4.3.7 Human Intervention Design
The comprehensive similarity calculated above sometimes is
still not accurate enough, so we introduce human intervention
to our framework. We assume that experts’advice is always
right but the number of expert queries must be controlled.
For every matching element in a source schema, there are
several comprehensive similarity values that belong to it and
its candidates. The idea of our human intervention is that if
one of these similarity values is significantly higher than oth⁃
ers, then it is the match. However, if these similarity values are
so close, we cannot determine a prominent one. In the latter
case, we can form questions and send them to experts to get a
30 ZTE COMMUNICATIONS
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real match.
We use similarity entropy to decide whether there is a need
to query experts. The equation to calculate the similarity entro⁃
py is as follows:

Entropy ( x) = -∑p sim j *lnp sim j ,
k

j=1

(

)

p sim j =

(

)

(

)

sim j

∑sim

(3)

k

i=1

i

For a candidate set consisting of K elements, Entropy(x)
ranges from 0 to lnK. We import a threshold T and we ask ex⁃
perts for advice only if Entropy(x) is greater than T*lnK, other⁃
wise we will choose the element that has the greatest compre⁃
hensive similarity with the matching element.
4.4 Conflict Resolution
Conflicts may arise when elements get matched. Conflicts
and our solution strategies are as follows:
1) Synonym conflict. Our resolution is to reserve old element’s
label to be the one in the mediated schema but also record
the new matching element’
s label for later use.
2) Data type conflict. Our resolution is to reserve the one of
higher precision type or stronger expression. Data type con⁃
version is needed.
3) Element substructure conflict. This conflict occurs when a
leaf element is matched to an internal element. Our resolu⁃
tion is to reserve the internal element’s substructure. In
fact, this kind of conflict can be automatically resolved dur⁃
ing the operation of algorithm in section 4.2.
4) Nested path structure conflict. This kind of conflict is the
most complicated one. It arises from the inconsistency of
two paths from currently matched elements and already
matched ancestors elements in two schemas.
The nested path structure conflict can be subdivided to
three types of conflicts:
1) Path in mediated schema contains nested element. See Fig.
3, there is an intermediated element labeled‘Jiaotong’be⁃
tween‘Shenghuo Peitao’and‘Gongjiao’the in mediated
schema. This kind of conflict can be automatically resolved
Shenghuo Peitao

Zhoubian Peitao

Jiaotong

Shenghuo Peitao

Jiaotong

Gongjiao

Gongjiao

Gongjiao

Mediated schema

Source schema

New mediated schema

▲Figure 3. Nested path conflict type one.
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during the operation of algorithm in section 4.2.
2) Path in source schema contains nested element. See Fig. 4,
there is an intermediated element labeled‘Jiaotong’be⁃
tween‘Shenghuo Peitao’and‘Gongjiao’the in mediated
schema. If we do not take any measures, the integrated me⁃
diated schema will look like new mediated schema 1 be⁃
cause we cannot find a matching object for‘Jiaotong’, it
will be added to the mediated schema as the right ⁃ most
child element of‘Shenghuo Peitao’
, which is a mistake.
However, this kind of mistake can be detected later when it
comes to‘Gongjiao’
, its original father element‘Jiaotong’
in source schema now becomes its brother. Our solution is
to cut down the connection between‘Gongjiao’and‘Shen⁃
ghuo Peitao’in the mediated schema and add a connection
between‘Gongjiao’and its new father element‘Jiaotong’
.
Finally, we get the correct mediated schema, the new medi⁃
ated schema 2.
3) There are nested elements in two schemas and the two nest⁃
ed elements are falsely not matched. See Fig. 2,‘Goufang
Jingjiren’and‘Zheye jingli’are dissimilar in string, so
they are falsely not matched and‘Zheye jingli’is placed
into the mediated schema as brother element of‘Goufang
Jingjiren’. This forms a new mediated schema 1, which is a
mistake. However, this kind of mistake can be detected lat⁃
er when it comes to element‘Mingzi’; its original father el⁃
ement in source schema now becomes its father’s brother.
Our solution is to cancel the previous matching decision of
element‘Zheye jingli’
, and match it to the element‘Gou⁃
fang Jingjiren’according to the matching result of their
child elements. Finally, we will get the correct mediated
schema, the new mediated schema 2.

5 Evaluation
5.1 Datasets
Experimental data is collected from multi ⁃ source heteroge⁃
neous data sets in second⁃hand housing domain, including sec⁃
ond⁃hand housing information published by anjuke (http://www.
anjuke.com), 5i5j (http://bj.5i5j.com), and lianjia (http://www.
lianjia.com) in January 2015. Their XML schemas contain 51,
50 and 46 elements, respectively. We first do data integration
Shenghuo Peitao

Zhoubian Peitao

Shenghuo Peitao

Jiaotong
Gongjiao

Gongjiao

Mediated schema

Source schema

Gongjiao

Jiaotong

New mediated schema 1

▲Figure 4. Nested path conflict type two.

on these schemas manually to get a standard result. Basic infor⁃
mation about experimental data set is shown in Table 1.
5.2 Metrics and Baseline Method
We compare the matching result of our approach and the
manual result, and primary evaluating metrics are precision

▼Table 1. Basic information about data set
Number of
Total number
source
of elements
schemas
3

147

Total number Total number Number of
Number of
of instance
of element
matched
elements in manual
data items
pairs
element pairs mediated schema
30121

7196

108

73

rate (precision), recall rate (recall), and F⁃measure (F_measure).
The equations used to calculate these are as follows. TP is the
number of matching element pairs that exist in both results. FP
is the number of matching element pairs that exists only in re⁃
sults of our approach. FN is the number of matching element
pairs that exists only in the manual result.
Precision =

TP × 100%
TP + FP
Recall = TP × 100%
TP + FN

(4)

F_measure = 2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(6)

Performance oriented schema mediation (POSCHE) is the
most similar related work with us, and we both do data integra⁃
tion in an incremental manner. Therefore, we choose POSCHE
for comparison. In the meantime, whether there exists manual
intervention in our framework imposes great impact on experi⁃
mental result. Our framework makes decision on its own if
there is no human intervention. Also, we conduct experiments
on the effect of human intervention extent on the accuracy of
our approach.
5.3 Experimental Result
5.3.1 Influence of Manual Intervention
We set the threshold of similarity entropy, denoted T, to 0.0,
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 1.0 to conduct six experiments, respec⁃
tively. We record the number of expert queries and F⁃measures
for every experiment. T=0.0 represents that decision is made
all by human while T=1.0 represents decision is made all by
machine. Experimental result is shown in Fig. 5.
We can see that more human intervention corre⁃
Shenghuo Peitao
sponds to better F ⁃ measure. In overall consider⁃
ation of human degree of effort and approach per⁃
Jiaotong
formance, we set T to 0.7, under which little hu⁃
man effort is paid but performance is much im⁃
proved.
Gongjiao

New mediated schema 2

5.3.2 Performance of Schema Matching
We compare the performance of POSCHE, our
framework without human intervention (T=1.0),
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set of conflict resolution strategy is used to solve
all kinds of complex conflicts and then form a
0.95
0.918
better and more complete new mediated schema.
0.90
We finally use real second ⁃ hand housing data
0.85
from the internet to design and conduct experi⁃
0.80
103
87
52
0.728
ments. The results show that our approach per⁃
0.75
31
0
0.70
forms very well and requires very little human
0.0
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
1.0
0.0
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
1.0
intervention.
Similarity threshold
Similarity threshold
A limitation of our approach is that although
(a) different F⁃measures of schema matching under
(b) different number of times of human intervention
different similarity entropys
under different similarity entropys
the degree of human intervention can be mini⁃
mized, performance is not satisfactory if there is
▲Figure 5. Human intervention experiment.
no human intervention. In the future, we will fur⁃
our framework with human intervention (T=0.7) in three experi⁃
ther study automatic schema matching and integration algo⁃
ments. Evaluating indicators are precision rate, recall rate and
rithms in order to improve matching performance with no hu⁃
F⁃measure (Fig. 6).
man intervention. Another future work is to study entity match⁃
Our framework with human intervention is better than our
ing work which is another important technique to fully accom⁃
framework without human intervention in terms of all three in⁃
plish the task of forming a complete data set in smart city.
dicators. Our framework without human intervention is better
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